BROOKLYN HEIGHTS POLICE BLOTTER

07/01/18 Domestic dispute I-480 W/B exit ramp; parties advised, verbal only.

07/02/18 Verbal dispute between former family members at park; parties advised civil matter.

07/04/18 Unattended fire in grill at park; extinguished same.

07/06/18 Power outage Schaaf Road area; CEI notified. Provided mutual aid to Parma PD attempting to locate vehicle involved in hit and run; unable to locate.

07/07/18 Party in lobby for custody exchange with father of child; party did not show up.

07/09/18 Party in lobby reporting fraudulent activity on checking account; report taken.

07/12/18 Officer observed damaged gate and signs at local business; key holders advised.

07/13/18 Provided mutual aid to Valley View PD; debris in roadway at Granger and Warner Roads.

07/15/18 Noise complaint on Schaaf Road; party on bulldozer. Advised operator of noise ordinance on Sundays; operator complied. Complaint of unruly patrons in park; advised to leave; complied.

07/16/18 Report of sick coyote in Mural/Dorset area; unable to locate.

07/19/18 Report of natural gas odor at West 6th and South Street; checked ok. Advised party dumping in vacant lot on Van Epps that fill permit is needed.

07/20/18 Traffic light malfunction at Schaaf and Tuxedo; same set to flash; Signal Service advised.

07/21/18 Verbal dispute on Dorset Drive; party's phone that was taken was returned; parties left for the night.

07/22/18 Observed vehicle hit curb at DiFranco/Schaaf; party having issue with power steering; also active warrant with CCSO; transported same. Report of deer stuck in center median on I-480; located three deer; escorted across to safety. Resident advising light at Lancaster/Granger was stuck; advised same he was beyond stop bar; light functioning properly.

07/23/18 Signal Service replaced traffic light at Schaaf and Tuxedo; stop signs set out during repair.

07/24/18 Report of two reckless operators on I-480 E/B; unable to locate. Provided mutual aid to Independence PD for a traffic accident with injuries.